SMITH RESIDENCE

MECHANICAL LEGEND

- **SWITCH**
- **3WAY SWITCH**
- **GARBAGE DISPOSAL**
- **GFCI OUTLET**
- **MICROWAVE BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **DISHWASHER BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **GAS OUTLET COOK RANGE**
- **COOK RANGE BRAND ABC, GAS/220V**
- **VENT HOOD 600 CFM BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **REFRIGERATOR BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **(2) OVEN BRAND ABC, 220V**
- **TV OUTLET**
- **TELEPHONE JACK**
- **RECESSED LIGHT BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **PENDANT LIGHT BRAND ABC, 120V**
- **UNDER CAB LIGHTS HALOGEN BRAND ABC, 12VDC/120V**
- **ALL OUTLETS/SWITCHES 42" AFF UNO**
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1. PANTRY 4 ROTS
2. MICROWAVE BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
3. DRAWER DIVIDER INSERT BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
4. COOK RANGE BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
5. VENT HOOD 600 CFM BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
6. RECYCLE PULLOUT
7. APRON SINK BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
8. BAR AREA 36"H OPEN BELOW DRAWER
9. TILT DRAWER
10. UNDER CAB OVEN BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
11. MOLDING
12. BAR ARE 36", OPEN BELOW DRAWER
13. LOW VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER + SPICE RACK
14. MICROWAVE BRAND ABC, MODEL 123
15. INTERCOM, TV, TELEPHONE BRANDS ABC, MODELS 123